
IT'S ALL IN 
THIS ISSUE 

REVIEW: ASAPS FOR 
WINDOWS 
ASAPS is a great way to find out 
whether the DX is in... or out. 
And now the clever people at 
IPS make it happen in Windows! 

REVIEW: 
YAESU 
FT-50R 
Oh, my. This 
little handful is 
going to win a 
lot of hearts. It's 
so cheap you 
should buy 
two... Chris, 
VK3CE reports 
on a dual-band 
transmitting 
scanner... 

REVIEW: GME TX-1000 
At last!! A new 27MHz CB to talk 
about! And this one is wholly 
designed and built in Australia. 
Ken Reynolds reports... 

HOBART'S CONCRETE 
BROADCAST IDEAS... 
Get a good idea — then set it in 
concrete. That's what the NTA 
has done on chilly Mount 
Wellington, which overlooks 
Hobart. A Jason Reilly story. 

TALKING PHONES... 
What makes your mobile tick? 
Maurie Bund tells you all about it 
and adds a bit of history... 
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REVIEW: AOR AR-5000 
Scanner 
fanatics 
rejoice ! 
Good old 
AOR has 
done it 
again with the all-new AR-5000 
super scanner. You can listen to 
almost anything with one of 
these... Craig Seager has the guff. 

REVIEW: MFJ-259 
This equipment brief looks at a 
handy gadget. From a simple start 
MFJ's analyser has developed into 
something really useful. 

THE RECEIVER — A 
CONDENSED 
HISTORY 
Chris Davis, 
VK1DO, looks back 
at some landmark 
receiver designs 
and to the future. 
Do they still make 
'em like that? 
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BEST VALUES IN 
THE BUSINESS! 

AOR AR-3000 MODS 
Here's Part 2 of our two-part series 
of mods for the AR3000/AR3000A 
scanners. This month, a switch-
able narrow AM filter and more. 

R&C VISITS WERPLE, AN 
INTERNET PROVIDER 
So what's inside an Internet site? 
Well, a whole lot of telephone 
modems to start with... plus miles 
of optic fibres, computers and more. 

GIVEAWAY — FT-50R 
Boy, here's an opportunity. You 
could win one of these fantastic 
new dual-band amateur rigs simply 
by answering a few questions... 

BAUDWALKING INDEX 
How many Internet sites can one 
person visit in six months? Get 
ready for a shock. Tom's surfed so 
much that we'll need two issues 
just to list all the sites! 

Don't miss our next great issue — it's out November 20! 


